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ABSTRACT 

CONSCIOUS OBJECTS, INFINITE CAPACITY: A PERSONAL CASE 
STUDY,  WITH COLLABORATIVE DIALOGUE FROM ART, 
NEUROSCIENCE AND THEOLOGY 

Cecilia Cole McInturff, MFA 

George Mason University, 2016 

Thesis Director: Helen Frederick 

 
 
 

 

This thesis catalog chronologically records in-studio aspects of design, 

construction, and a substantive major edit of a 2015 sculptural exhibition completing 

MFA requirements for graduation. 

Also, it is a case study of incremental alterations in personal consciousness 

experienced throughout the 2011-2015 studio process.  

In the style of a collaborative dialogue, alternating my own text with excerpts 

of thesis research from art, neuroscience and theology, it examines ways the state of 

an individual‘s consciousness during creating holds larger societal impact. 

While not seeking nor required to prove theory, I conclude that creative 

works conceptually based on the less defined and the more innate, which though not 

religious are consciously and affirmatively belief-based in some way, impact culture 

distinctly from art made for other (totally legitimate) reasons, including political, 

economic, aesthetic ones. 



xii 
 
 

Further, I observe such art’s impact is critical to the serious and sustained 

cultural commitment – or belief in commitment - necessary in a culture for creativity 

itself to exist. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the style of collaborative dialogue, what follows is my own text 
alternating with excerpts in bold font from my thesis research 

texts. These excerpts from art, neuroscience and theology tangibly 
impacted my work 2011-2015. 

 

 

 

My primary occupation since 2001 has been making and arranging physical 

objects as art while earning 37 undergraduate cross-media art credits outside of any 

degree program, enrolling in two art graduate programs, founding an exhibit and 

performance space in Washington, D.C., and ultimately earning an MFA in 

InterArts Practice, for which this thesis catalog completes requirements.  

Additionally, during a distinct period of studio focus 2011-2015, I experienced 

a marked expansion and release within my personal consciousness not unrelated to 

the materials used and the works produced in that period. My perceptions of self and 

personal history, of interrelationship, of conventional thinking and human habits, 

plus my creative awareness and judgment on whether and why to make art, all 

tangibly altered and significantly clarified during this time. 

 

“Consciousness is a process, not a substance.” 

WILLIAM JAMES, 1884, The Principles of Psychology, Age of Insight 
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“It is not that something different is seen, but that one sees 

differently. It is as though the spatial act of seeing were changed by a new 

dimension.” 

CARL JUNG, Psychology and Religion, West and East 
 

 

This is neither dramatic, gifted nor special, per the testimony of other artists 

at certain times: 

  

“This past year has been, for me, both a closing of some pages and a 

compete expansion of them simultaneously. It’s as if I dove into the 

separation, or at least what I thought was the separation, between artistic 

practice and life. I inadvertently went right into that middle territory, and 

any kind of separation between them evaporated.” 

ANNE CARLSON, Buddha Mind in Contemporary Art 

 

  “People talk sometimes about cultures where art and life are 

one…where almost everything they do has a ritualistic significance…(I)t 

has a kind of shape, or consciousness, that makes it aesthetic – when what 

you do has some kind of connection with other things and you are aware of 

that. You’re not just doing it; you’re doing it in a ritualized way with regard 

to something larger than yourself.” 

ELLEN DISSANAYAKE, What Is Art For, Conversations Before the 

End of Time 

 

 “You really understand reality in a different way because it opens up 

in front of you…can this change the energy field of the public? 
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”It’s not that I’m transforming them into me, it’s just that they take 

what they need for their own life to enlarge their awareness.” 

MARINA ABRAMOVIC, Artist Interviews, Buddha Mind in 

Contemporary Art 

 

“Like a shockwave I realized that my precious art could exist in 

service of something else - something larger and deeper. Until that point, 

my definition of success in art was measured within the confines of 

exhibiting in galleries, museums, or alternative spaces… (I)t was beginning 

to sink in that perhaps art resides in life itself, that as a practice it derives 

from the quality of experience, depth of thought, and devotion of the 

maker, not the virtuosity of the object or the success of its presentation. 

Everything else follows from that.” 

BILL VIOLA, Artist Interviews, Buddha Mind in Contemporary Art 
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The state of an individual’s consciousness during creating holds 
larger societal impact and value. 

 
 

Conscious Objects, Infinite Capacity: A Personal Case Study with 

Collaborative Dialogue from Art, Neuroscience and Theology visually records the 
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2011-2015 studio period and the resulting 2015 MFA sculptural exhibition,  

“Reduced.”  

Excerpts of my thesis research for that exhibition are interspersed here in 

bold face font amid my own text to create a collaborative dialogue from art, 

neuroscience and theology. This dialogue suggests that alterations of consciousness 

during creating – whether by an artist, scientist or other - very naturally exist, and 

hold a broader energetic value to society. 

 

 

“Implications of   hypothesis: The theory entails that consciousness 

is a fundamental quantity, that it is graded, that it is present in infants and 

animals, and that it should be possible to build conscious artifacts.” 

GIULIO TONONI, PhD, An Information Integration Theory of 

Consciousness, Department of Psychiatry, University of Wisconsin 

 

 

 “(T)he present gulf between (science, art and religion has a) harmful 

effect in the generative order of the consciousness of humanity…What is 

needed ... is…even deeper and more extensive (than) the energy generated 

during the Renaissance…(A) radical transformation that includes…a new 

view of humanity, culture and society.” 

DAVID BOHM, F. DAVID PEAT, Science, Order and Creativity 

 

 

“Each individual act of creativity…is mediated into form by a 

translating and communicating energy…Certain works of music and 
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poetry and certain discoveries in science seem to have an almost infinite 

meaning and significance…Some hold a power to guide us…where some 

essential secret of our nature of reality is revealed…” 

SOGYAL RINPOCHE, The Tibetan Book of Living and Dying 

 

Creating which serves commercial, culturally cathartic, or socially engaged 

purposes but also impacts the inner consciousness of creator/maker…then 

participants…then viewers/receivers, can impact levels of awareness in the larger 

human systems in which each and all exist. Indeed, art attempting such impact 

critically expands the definition of socially engaged art, identifying an individual, 

inner consciousness component as key to achieving any true change of societies and 

world culture.  

 

“Artworks do have a special place as visualizations of invisible forces 

and realities that people may not otherwise recognize. This is the special 

power of art and the responsibility of those with artistic talent: to bring 

images into the world that can benefit all sentient beings.” 

BILL VIOLA, Artist interviews, Buddha Mind in Contemporary Art 

 

“You could express…dignity and mindfulness in whatever you do, 

but in a work of art, the whole thing is very condensed…There has to be the 

basic integrity of maintaining our human society in a state of sanity. That 

is and should be the only way to work with art.  

“Wakeful magic…lies in the state of mind of the artist … an upright 

person willing to cut through his or her subconscious gossip completely. 
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We have to be so genuine…Otherwise there is no way to work with the 

universe at all. 

CHOGYAM TRUNGPA, True Perception: The Path of Dharma Art 

 

 

 
 

 

2 

Artists and makers may serve - aware or unwittingly – as  ‘spiritual 
tools,’ and may be needed to, more so now than in prior eras. 

 
 
 

I make no case here for any specific genre or tenor of art. But with these 

images and excerpts I address an additional benefit of, and increased opportunity for, 

contemporary creating. Artists and makers may be serving as ‘spiritual tools’ - 

whether intended, aware of it, or otherwise. And they may be needed to, more so 

now than in prior eras.  

 

“This process of moving between the conscious and the 

unconscious, between what ancient cultures described as the visible and 

the invisible worlds, is one of the definitions of spiritual experience. And 

while I’ve always been ambivalent about formalizing this, I think 

contemporary artists need to be more cognizant of the spiritual nature of 
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their work, and its place as part of a great tradition that stretches back 

through time. 

BILL VIOLA, Buddha Mind in Contemporary Art 

 

“Some types of persons may embody ‘manifestations of 

enlightenment’  (which can) benefit and inspire others through various art, 

craft and sciences. Such creating may be likened to enlightened impulses,  

or  be expressed spontaneously,  without conscious thought… 

“This does not mean that great artists are enlightened; it is clear 

from their lives that they are not. Nevertheless they can be, in certain 

crucial periods and in certain exceptional conditions, instruments and 

channels of enlightened energy…(A)nother dimension at times seems to be  

manifesting through their work…” 

SOGYAL RINPOCHE, The Tibetan Book of Living and Dying 

 

    
 

 
3 

Art lacking implication of the dimension of human experience that 
can never be seen, measured, proven or explained may miss an 

opportunity specific to the needs of contemporary developed world 
culture. 
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In an over-stimulated, materially-focused and evidence-based global era, 

otherwise fine art which stops at achieving agitation, political mobilization, 

commercialization or popularization - without implying or placing value upon  

conscious human focus inward - may be incomplete, or constitute a missed 

opportunity specific to the needs of today’s developed world culture. 

 

“Consciousness-changing can affect our society…we know that 

things are not right in so many different directions…(t)he human being 

today is lonely. Technology (has) been taken by humanity in a very wrong 

direction… 

“There is no time. And the values are totally materialistic. It doesn’t 

give you any balance inside. It’s just about the outside and nothing is 

happening inside. So when something happens inside, there’s such an 

unbelievable hunger. 

“It’s clear that when you have a different type of 

consciousness…things look differently and you can help others… 

“(A)rtists have intuition. Spiritual leaders have techniques. 

Scientists have explanation…I think that an artist’s duty is to act.” 

MARINA ABRAMOVIC, 2013 Interview/National Public Radio 

 

 “Discourse norms have shifted. It’s become so common to 

figuratively walk through garbage and violent imagery online that people 

have accepted it, in a way.  

 “There’s also a way in which social networks… feed a cycle of action 

and reaction…trapped in escalating, infinite loops of 140-character, knee-

jerk insta-reaction.” 
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SUSAN BENESCH, Director, Dangerous Speech Project, Berkman 

Center for Internet & Society, Harvard University. What Art Unveils, 

New York Times 2015 

 

 

4 

there are cross-media artists throughout history and still today 
who without proselytizing, utilize inner life in their creating, and 

find paths of meaning and contribution from their unique inner 
callings. 

 

 

Artists and philosophic interpreters who throughout history or still today 

access their own inner lives in their work, and view a point of creating to be to 

nourish or counteract certain trends in culture, heavily informed my 2011-2015 studio 

work, which resulted in “Reduced.” 

 

“I am neither a minister nor a therapist and I act without authority 

or entitlement, but I strengthen each and every individual to the extent I 

am able to understand him, in those aspects which distinguish him from 

the norm…I try to show him the meaning of his uniqueness.” 

HERMANN HESSE, The Seasons of the Soul 
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“Something that is…a huge interest of mine is to approach a project 

as part of my spiritual practice, not just part of a professional practice. 

The long-term goal is to integrate matters of the mind and heart.” 

MICHAEL ROTONDI, In the Space of Art, Buddha Mind in 

Contemporary Art 

 

“I seek to make work that is a sincere and honest reflection of my 

interior world…I see humanity as a life-generating organism hindered by 

the limits of consciousness. In my work…I try to permeate this membrane 

of consciousness. Art is anything that can effect such an exchange. To 

achieve this, there is a need for focus. So I create work conducive to 

reflection and contemplation…” 

LEE MINGWEI, Artist interviews, Buddha Mind in Contemporary Art 

 

“Exhibitions are the temporary realization of something that I want 

to be perceived on a level beyond what is visible.” 

WOLFGANG LAIB, Wolfgang Laib: A Retrospective 

  

 

 
 

 

5 
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Taking no issue with galleries, political correctness or making 
money, it is a matter of completeness, or hitting which target and 

how efficiently. 
 

 

Obviously an uncensored society must assure an artist’s right to create 

without boundary, including for economic or political purposes. Creative expressions 

of anger, chaos, neuroses and cynicism often accurately report our culture and truly 

express aspects of humanity. Historically and ever, there are roles for entertainment, 

distraction, and spectacle. 

Yet this impactful studio period 2011-2015 intensified my awareness of a 

broader cultural benefit to be derived by creating for reasons additional to the above  

- a cultural benefit totally separate from, or additional to, critical aesthetic quality, 

promotional plans, or resulting cost or income impact of the work being made.  

  

 

 
 

 

6 

Toward an artistic epistemology: an in-progress personal 
methodology for making work. 
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Highly subjectively, after the 2011-2015 studio period I concluded that inner 

alteration and impact upon my own consciousness is best fostered when I produce 

objects and environments which: 

- are less overtly interactive; 

- resist the reportorial and evidence-based; are not driven by outer issues or  events;  

- recognize and take metaphoric advantage of relationships between materials; 

- avoid non-naturally-occurring colors;  

- utilize repetitive processes without committing replication of objects and forms;  

- resist intentions to manipulate materials or to design, and instead allow multiples to 

progressively evolve (at times riskily) from wear-down to buildup to an often 

unrecognizable new place;  

- recognize and utilize beauty in fallible, broken, eroded or non-traditionally 

recombined materials; 

- rely less on narrative or use of text and more upon abstract expression of conscious 

belief.  

 

 
 

7 

There is artistic value in expressing conscious, affirmative belief in 
something. 
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“Belief implies trust, confidence, and faith in the essential honesty 

and integrity of something… …(N)eeded is…a middle ground 

between…credulous belief aimed at making people feel happier and more 

secure irrespective of whether the beliefs happen to be correct, and a total 

skepticism which results in a cynical attitude to everything… 

“(W)ithout such belief, the serious and sustained commitment that 

is necessary for creativity will not be possible.” 

DAVID BOHM, F. DAVID PEAT, Science, Order and Creativity 

 

“(A) unique training…in how to behave as an inspired human being 

or inspired sentient being…is what is meant by being an artist… 

“The angle of (only) criticizing the existing flow of society…is very 

safe...If we don’t have any philosophy, we are safe, and we could criticize 

the nihilist and the eternalist and even those who dwell in the middle - and 

that’s our philosophy. But somehow there’s something not quite 

straightforward about that.” 

CHOGYAM TRUNGPA, True Perception: The Path of Dharma Art 

 

“Everyone, at some point in their life must choose whether to… push 

forward, often past the frontiers of commonsense, into a personal place 

unknown and untried…(avoiding) that dinginess of soul that says 

everything is small and grubby and nothing is really worth the effort…”  

JEANNETTE WINTERSON, Oranges are Not the Only Fruit 
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“There is something crazy about a culture in which the value of 

beauty becomes controversial.” 

PETER SCHJELDAHL, Regarding Beauty 
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There is value in implying that something, somewhere, is or can be 
sacred. 

 

 

 

Having nothing to do with religion, then, art which exerts belief in the less-

defined, the contemplative, the value (though not ease) of looking inward, and which 

in its materials or making has impacted its maker’s consciousness can reiterate or 

redefine what is - in some way - sacred. 

Present public consciousness and global well-being are altered positively by any 

implication that something, somewhere, is or can be. 
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9 

Why to make art. 
 

 

“What inspires me…is serving something that is prior to and beyond 

the human agenda, a mysterious sense of being.” 

TAMI SIMON, enews.soundstrue.com  April 2016 

 

“This age of consciousness is not pushing us merely to indulge in new 

spiritual theories or play thought games that unite physics with Zen 

Buddhism. We are meant to move toward self-discovery and spiritual 

maturity, to be ready and able to live a life that matters to us and to those 

around us.” 

CAROLYN MYSS, Anatomy of the Spirit 

 

Art must be a part of this. For me, this would be the sole rationale to teach or 

continue making it. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 

 REPETITION MINUS REPLICATION 

 
In the style of collaborative dialogue, what follows is my own text 

alternating with excerpts in bold font from my thesis research 
texts. These excerpts from art, neuroscience and theology tangibly 

impacted my work 2011-2015. 
 

 

SECTION 1: Non-Breasts 
 

Separate from work on a particular project or assignment, in an art studio 

valuable time is often spent randomly identifying, manipulating and arranging objects 

and materials that are there, unrelated to the project at hand. 

This was especially true for me in 2011. I became compelled by the 

component parts of nearly everything in my studio; I felt it productive in an 

undefined way to experiment regarding ways the similar treatment of an object - 

such as a small metal clip with rubber tips and handles – produced different results 

object-to-object or clip-to-clip. 

 Also, I became increasingly aware of distinct emotional metaphors in the 

progression of any series of the thus-manipulated objects. 
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“The difference between the artist and the non-artist is not a greater 

capacity for feeling. The secret is that the artist can objectify, can make 

apparent the feelings we all have.” 

MARTHA GRAHAM, Age of Insight 

 

 
Figure 1 - Repetition Minus Replication: nervous breakdown metaphor: metal clips 

 

A series of small metal clips used in a separate welding project, after being 

exposed to high heat and rough treatment by larger metal tools, were arranged in a 

line of progressive distress and recovery. To me the line immediately suggested an 

individual’s mental movement from conventional life through a hypothetical nervous 

breakdown and emerging with a stable, still functional but highly alternative view of 

life. 

This was in a way a 3D, in-studio version of doodling. It continued. 

 

 

 
Figure 2 - Repetition Minus Replication: skateboard wheel series 
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Identical skateboard wheels dipped, dripped, and submerged in hydrocal, a 

highly fine plaster, suggested a broad range of beauty and control, from smoothly 

pristine to rough and highly unpredictable. 

I ‘doodled’ more, with a purpose, and began using rubber molds as I continued to 

experiment with producing useful distinctions within repetition.  

Originally rectangular sheets of cast faces and hands became less so. I 

continued my experiments with hydrocal, which along with certain rubbers and 

resins became my material of choice during this studio period. 

 

 

 
Figure 3 - Repetition Minus Replication: sheets of hands and faces; then, books 
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Also, cutting up bound books into smaller pieces and in essence into new 

books, as well as breaking thick glass with similar tools and using same methods, 

produced very different smaller pieces and shards, communicatively. And these were 

materials and forms I kept being drawn back to, in between other assignments and 

work. 

 

 
“This is what the painter does, and the poet, the speculative 

philosopher, the natural scientist, each in his own way. Into this 

(simplified and lucid) image (of the world) and its formation, he places the 

center of gravity of his emotional life, in order to attain the peace and 

serenity that he cannot find within the narrow confines of swirling 

personal experience.” 

ALBERT EINSTEIN, Age of Insight 
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Figure 4 - Repetition Minus Replication: individual cast faces and hands 
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Then came spills, pours, and shards of cast hands and faces, variously in 

progression, to me suggesting thoughts, dreams, losses of control, unity, and 

capacity.  

 

 
Figure 5 - Repetition Minus Replication: baseball series 

 

 

Deconstructing an actual baseball’s layers, then casting them, then allowing 

the mold to decompose during repeated use, in progressive succession came to 

suggest a parental metaphor on observing growth, and on distinctions between outer 

coverings (personal efforts) which protect something versus restrain it. 

 

“As a maker, I need to touch and be touched by material. In that 

reciprocal act, knowledge that can only be felt is made present to 

embodied experience… 

“I began to think more about the ways in which everything about the 

process of making, all the acts that accumulate, are embedded in and are 

what the work becomes…they are its presence. 

”Can a work evoke…the ‘act’ of making?” 

ANN HAMILTON, Artist Interviews, Buddha Mind in Contemporary Art 
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Figure 6 - Repetition Minus Replication: abstract forms from original molds 

 

I began making my own clay molds in varying sizes, as here less 

representationally, and then repeatedly cast them, allowing and observing useful 

distinctions.  Certain large volume arrangements of the above forms variously came 

to suggest women in bonnets, larger crowds of mixed demographic humans, boys in 

baseball caps, and tips of the phallus. 
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SECTION 2: Breasts, No Color/One Mold 
 

Less for reasons of gender, sensuality, sexuality or maternity, and more hoping 

to learn how seriously beyond these expected categories the female form could be 

used to communicate universal emotional states, I cast my front and back torso in 

hydrocal.  

 

 
Figure 7 - Repetition Minus Replication: casting of female torso, front view 

 

I then started chopping up the repeat castings, liberally allowing the single 

mold used over these years to disintegrate (which produced terrifically interesting 
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results at the shoulder, neck and buttocks, to my eye), and in both the casting and 

sanding processes, began to sculpt new shapes on the backs and sides of the body 

parts to achieve various effects. Many became independent pieces, and to suggest 

emotional metaphors.  

The breasts especially, again all from one original mold, began to assert 

narrative utility. 

 

 
Figure 8 - Repetition Minus Replication: cast female breasts, in pile 

 

The use of all white in these works became an intuitive preference early on, 

but was reinforced during successive studio visits, student and class critiques, and my 
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own feelings in the studio as time went on.  Some found white unsettling, suggestive 

of death, medicinal, sterile. More found it lifting and freeing; my feelings working 

with it fell into the latter camp. 

When I considered using color, as the castings and object progressions went 

on, I felt exhausted in some way. Color seemed to be a distraction. Finding 

emotional metaphors in the shapes and shadows accentuated by using only white 

seemed relevant. Use of white – and the black its shadows for me implied - seemed a 

more honest and direct way to show distinctions from repetitive use of identical 

processes on objects. White felt calm, open to interpretation, seemed to serve more 

as a mirror to the person viewing the white object than another color’s manipulation 

of their emotion, even subtly. 

 
 

“In tantric iconography…Vajra is in the east and is connected with 

the dawn. It is symbolized by the color white…It is the sharpness of 

experience, as in the morning when we wake up…(I)t  is the sense 

of…precision....(E)verything has to be analyzed in its own terms.  

“Vajra expression deals with objects on their own merits. It never 

leaves any space, never neglects anything. 

  “Vajra is winter, white, austere. Black and white. It is very cold and 

desolate, but it is also sharp and precise.  

“It requires a lot of focusing.” 

CHOGYAM TRUNGPA, True Perception: The Path of Dharma Art 
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“Runge to Goethe: Both white and black are opaque or solid…White 

water which is pure is as inconceivable as clear milk.” 

LUDWIG WITTGENSTEIN, Remarks on Color 1950-51 

 

 

 
Figure 9 - Repetition Minus Replication: cast female breast forms, sculpted variously 
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Figure 10 - Repetition Minus Replication: cast female breast forms, sculpted variously 
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Figure 11 - Repetition Minus Replication: cast female breast forms, sculpted variously 
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Figure 12 - Repetition Minus Replication: cast female breast forms, sculpted variously 

 

 

“(S)eeming repetitiveness becomes unique…A kind of intimacy 

takes place… It’s training one’s perception.” 

CHOGYAM TRUNGPA, Chogyam Trungpa: His Life and Vision 
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Figure 13 - Repetition Minus Replication: cast female breast forms, sculpted variously 
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Figure 14 - Repetition Minus Replication: cast female breast forms, sculpted variously 
 

The backs of the individual breast forms began to take on important 

sculptural and aesthetic qualities, frequently more important communicatively than 

the fronts with nipples. 
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Figure 15 - Repetition Minus Replication: single cast female breast form, front 
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Figure 16 - Repetition Minus Replication: single cast female breast form, back 
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Figure 17 - Repetition Minus Replication: cast female breast forms, front and back 
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Figure 18 - Repetition Minus Replication: cast female breast profile, raised backside 

 

SECTION 3: Breasts, Unfinished/Sand as Substrate 
 

Thus far, this process – the repeated allowance of useful communicative 

distinctions within castings from the same mold, or objects made by the same 

treatments - had been the inquiry. But as metaphors emerged with each series, it 

became important to place them in environments or a neutral substrate that could 

allow for visual ‘movement’ as a group or series or unit, as well as for each individual 

object to be seen on multiple sides. 
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I started experimenting with types of dirt, and sand. 

 

 
Figure 19 - Repetition Minus Replication: unfinished cast female breast form, in sand 
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Figure 20 - Repetition Minus Replication: unfinished cast female breast forms, sand 
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Figure 21 - Repetition Minus Replication: large unfinished cast breast form, sand 
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Figure 22 - Repetition Minus Replication: large unfinished cast breast profile, sand 
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Figure 23 - Repetition Minus Replication: unfinished cast breast forms; angled, sand 

 

The unfinished and partial castings articulated messages, observations or a 

sense of  ‘personality’ distinctly; sand was becoming the most versatile substrate in its 

low-key way and was superior to dirt. 

While I had experimented with coffee, dirt and mold as palette sources on 

the castings and white hydrocal objects, ultimately the use of artificial color at this 

point seemed emotively intrusive and frankly, exhausting. Shapes, surfaces, and sand 

remained deserving of inquiry, as a map to someplace ultimately worthwhile. But 

where? 
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“There is something in the internal dynamics of the creative process 

that thrives on this kind of attention. It is a state in which new ideas 

present themselves, in which old ideas loosen their grip, in which the force 

of habit can be seen for what it is. Plop.” 

MARK EPSTEIN, Sip My Ocean/Emptiness As Inspiration, Buddha 

Mind in Contemporary Art 

 

 
Figure 24 - Repetition Minus Replication: unfinished cast breasts, sand 
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Figure 25 - Repetition Minus Replication: partial unfinished cast breasts, sand 
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SECTION 4: Torsos, and the Body in General 
 

 
Figure 26 - Repetition Minus Replication: backs of cast torsos 
 
 
 
 
“Beauty and the language of the body are synonymous at any age.” 

ETHERTON GALLERY, Tucson, Arizona, review of Bailey Doogan 

retrospective. 

 

 

Part of the original body casting had included the back of my torso; I began 

to experiment with it, and with alternative openings in and near its spine.  
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Figure 27 - Repetition Minus Replication: plain, original casting of torso, back 
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Figure 28 - Repetition Minus Replication: cast torso with spine opening to hold a book 
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Figure 29 - Repetition Minus Replication: torso with a more emotive spine opening 
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Still casting from the same mold, I then tried alternative cut ups of the body, 

sanded and unsanded. I increasingly allowed and used spillovers as the mold’s edges 

began wearing away,  

 

 
Figure 30 - Repetition Minus Replication: new cuts of breast and abdomen, unsanded 
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Figure 31 - Repetition Minus Replication: new cut of decolletage 1, unsanded 
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Figure 32 - Repetition Minus Replication: new cut of décolletage 2, unsanded 
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Figure 33 - Repetition Minus Replication: new cut of cast body: neck, unsanded 
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Figure 34 - Repetition Minus Replication: new cut of stomach, unsanded 
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Figure 35 - Repetition Minus Replication: new cut of single breast, unsanded 
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Figure 36 - Repetition Minus Replication: back of alternative decolletage, sanded 
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Figure 37 – Repetition Minus Replication: alternative cut of top of torso, back 

 

 
Figure 38 - Repetition Minus Replication: alternative cut of top of torso, front 
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Ultimately, some of the more evocative breast castings came to be fabricated 

in glass, a material I intended to have involved in my exhibition. As I currently lack 

experience with this medium, however, I noted this for future studio experiments 

and study.  

 

 
Figure 39 - Repetition Minus Replication:  glass breast castings, unsanded 
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Figure 40 - Repetition Minus Replication: glass breast casting, unsanded 
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Figure 41 - Repetition Minus Replication: glass breast casting, unsanded 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

 EVOLUTIONS IN CASTING 
 

It was time to move the work beyond the body. I made a rubber mold of a 

child’s skateboard, and progressively allowed it to fall apart during multiple castings, 

then made several original molds of its fragments to continue the evolutionary 

wearing away. I came to view this work as speaking to impermanence and 

transformation as expected, natural and ongoing patterns of everyday life.  

Using a single mold to create all 15-20 pieces of this variable assemblage, the 

repetition/replication/transformation of each form took one of two directions: 

- a topographically smooth series progressively wearing away; 

- an organic, smooth-to-rough series progressively becoming more abstract. 

Ironically, both series increasingly came to be read as suggesting the human 

form. 
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Figure 42 - Evolutions: child’s skateboard casting, minus wheels 
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Figure 43 - Evolutions: cast skateboard profile 

 

 
Figure 44 - Evolutions: cast skateboard with dipped wheels 
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SECTION 1: Evolving skateboard castings, smooth series 
 
 

 
Figure 45 - Evolutions: smooth series/1 
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Figure 46 - Evolutions: smooth series/2 
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Figure 47 - Evolutions: smooth series/3 
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Figure 48 - Evolutions: smooth series/4 
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Figure 49 - Evolutions: smooth series/5 
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SECTION 2: Evolving skateboard castings, rough series 
 
 

The smoother castings began to gain interest when initially in parts, and 

ultimately in total, they became rough, or were left unsanded. Also useful: allowing 

the hydrocal to overrun the mold’s edges, and further take on its own direction when 

removed prematurely from the mold while still moist. 

 

 
Figure 50 - Evolutions: smooth skateboard evolves to a rougher rear 
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Figure 51 - Evolutions: mold spillover; suggestions of human form emerge 
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Figure 52 - Evolutions: series of skateboard transformations 
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Figure 54 - Evolutions: series of skateboard transformations 
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Figure 53 - Evolutions: skateboard transformation 
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Figure 54 - Evolutions: rough skateboard casting comes to suggest a torso 
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SECTION 3: Evolving skateboard castings, selected series 
 
 

Ultimately certain pieces from both smooth and rough series of castings came 

to communicate very differently in varying exhibit environments.  

 

 
Figure 55 - Evolutions: series 1 
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Figure 56 - Evolutions: series 2 
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Figure 57 - Evolutions: series 3 
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Figure 58 - Evolutions: series 3, additional view 
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Figure 59 - Evolutions: series 4, with white sand 
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Figure 60 - Evolutions: series 4, additional view with white sand 
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Figure 61 - Evolutions: series 4, additional view with white sand 
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

PARTNERING CASTINGS WITH HAND-FORMED PAPER 

 

The point of progressively casting, repeating a process without replicating 

identical objects, and alternately arranging the results was to achieve emotional 

metaphor. How to achieve visceral expression of a feeling, observation or condition 

without using text, and by repetitive process, was a committed interest of mine as a 

writer and heretofore maker of artist’s books. I found in the making of hand-formed 

paper a material partner to the castings. 

My preference quickly developed for using the plant fibers of abaca, kozo, 

and especially flax, with its highly interpretive surfaces and dynamic shrinkage 

capacity, impacted by how thickly or thinly the pulp is poured or cast into molds.  

Whether in sheets, as objects, or as shards, when incorporated into sculpture, 

artist’s books, printed with images or text, suspended to study the use of motion in 

installation, or hung as kinetic independent art work, hand-formed paper pays 

articulate and often beautiful benefits. It implies distinctive history, or story, when 

combined with other media. 

 I experimented for a time with flax paper - bleached and unbleached, and 

with the various breast castings. 
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Figure 62 - Partnering with Paper: flat sheet of flax, water-sprayed and manipulated.   

 

 

Figure 64 – Partnering with Paper:  flax, cast breasts, one stained with coffee, mold 
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Figure 63 - Partnering with Paper: flax, cast breasts; one stained with coffee, mold  
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Figure 64 - Partnering with Paper:  cast breast, hand-formed abaca paper, barbed wire 
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Figure 65 - Partnering with Paper: metaphoric vulnerability: breast casting, cotton and 
abaca paper 
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Figure 66 - Partnering with Paper: very thin flax paper, breast casting, human hair 
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Figure 67 - Partnering with Paper: very thin flax paper, breast castings, human hair 
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Figure 68 - Partnering with Paper: casting stained with coffee, cotton/abaca and flax/kozo 

 

The two media worked well together. I desired to return to all white work, so 

bleached the paper pulps, then began wrapping each casting in handmade sheets of 

cotton/abaca. This immediately heightened the narrative nature of the series. 

Ultimately incorporating my mother’s white hair, Organe Feminin became a 

sculptural study in female perspective on transformations and age. 
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Figure 69 - Partnering with Paper:  Maman, one of 6 pieces in Organe Feminin 
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Figure 70 - Partnering with Paper: Virgin, one of 6 pieces in Organe Feminin 
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Figure 71 - Partnering with Paper: Widow, one of 6 pieces in Organe Feminin 

 

All pieces rest on a bed of shifting, impermanent sand. The box for the piece is 

‘cautious,’ revealing little outwardly. Once opened, the cast breasts inside it are 
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variously obscured, revealed, and protected by hand-formed paper: (1) Maman, (2) a 

paper “nest” of partial castings called Bebe, (3) Virgin, and (4) Widow. The series’ 5th 

and 6th pieces then erode into shards of both media. 

 I felt this experiment was successful, and that there were more stories to be implied 

and told using the paper and repeat castings.  

 

 

 
Figure 72 - Partnering with Paper: Organe Feminin pieces progressively erode to plaster 
and flax shards. In black sand, boxed in Japanese silk. 9.5”Hx46”Wx5.5”D closed 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 

 NARRATIVE CASTING/DETOUR TO BOOK 

“A book is a sequence of spaces…a book is also a sequence of 

moments. A book is not a case of words… 

“Everything that exists is a structure. To understand something is to 

understand the structure…(T)o read a book is to perceive sequentially its 

structure. 

 “Here begins the new art of making books. The new art knows that 

books exist as objects in an exterior reality, subject to concrete conditions 

of perception, existence, exchange, consumption, use, etc.” 

ULISES CARRION, The New Art of Making Books 

 

 For two years prior to the studio period being examined here, I committedly 

was enrolled to earn an MA in Art and the Book. As a voracious reader, lifelong 

writer, and committed 3D artist, my work in the program was less traditional to the 

book arts, highly sculptural, and often critiqued as too provocative or unsuccessful. 

So as the 2011-2015 studio research using hand-formed paper took a narrative turn, 

even when simply making sheets, I focused my in-studio repetitive 

process/papermaking work on two sculptural artist’s book series, each of multiple 

varying editions. They were exhibited at the 2012 international CODEX book 

conference. 
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SECTION 1: Sculptural book series, Sacred 
 
 

Using excerpts from Jane Hirshfield’s 1994 text, Women in Praise of the 

Sacred: 43 Centuries of Spiritual Poetry by Women, the first sculptural book series 

titled Sacred is unbound and boxed in five chapters. Each includes one narrative 

female cast form, and biographies and verbatim excerpts from women over centuries 

and across Buddhism, Christianity, Judaism and many indigenous and individual 

religious practices and rituals. Their words address inner freedom, devotion to a 

higher energy or entity, human hope for enlightenment, and a version of rebellion 

against culture’s rules for females. 

 

“If they see breasts and long hair coming they call it woman, 

If beard and whiskers they call it man: 

But look, the Self that hovers in between is neither man nor woman. 

O Ramanatha!” 

Devara Dasimayya (tr. By A.K. Ramanujan 

JANE HIRSHFIELD, Women in Praise of the Sacred 

 

I found the text highly contemporary, despite it spanning 300 BC to the present. 
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Figure 73 - Narrative Casting: initial 10”Hx5”W non-detailed cast of female form 
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Figure 74 - Narrative Casting: repeat castings of the single mold, sculpted alternately 

 

Experimenting with ways to integrate the castings and paper, I tried casting a 

sheet of flax over one of the female forms. 
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Figure 75 - Narrative Casting: flax sheet cast over a hydrocal female form 
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Figure 76 - Narrative Casting: suspended string of  flax casts of female cast form 
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As with Organe Feminin, I initially envisioned partially obscuring the forms 

in paper in Sacred. But ultimately the sheets’ wild edges were more articulate when 

stacked. 

 

 
Figure 77 - Narrative Casting: experimental enfolding of casting in cotton/abaca. 
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Figure 78 - Narrative Casting: early layouts of each chapter of Sacred 
 

 
Figures 79+81 - Detour to Book: each of Sacred’s five chapters is boxed, with the female cast 
form inside partially visible through a window 
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Figure 82 - Detour to Book: inside Chapter 1 of Sacred. 21”Hx27”Wx3”D 
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Figure 83 - Detour to Book: inside Chapter 2 of Sacred. 21”Hx27”Wx3”D 
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Figure 80 - Detour to Book: inside Chapter 3 of Sacred. 21”Hx27”Wx3”D 
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Figure 81 - Detour to Book: inside Chapter 4 of Sacred. 21”Hx27”Wx3”D 
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Figure 82 - Detour to Book: various aspects of Sacred; copyright 2012 
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SECTION 2: Sculptural book series, Thoughts Are Things 
 
 

The second ‘detour” from studio work into book was a sculptural response to 

original text, written during 2011 study with poet Doug Lang at the Corcoran College 

of Art + Design. Originally automatic writing assignments, collectedly the essays had 

become a turbulent and distinct body of writing, in any book treatment equally 

turbulent hand-formed paper, and that paper had to ultimately stand on its own as 

sculpture inside each of the six chapter’s boxes. 

 I borrowed the title Thoughts Are Things from the 1889 book by ‘new 

thought’ pioneer Prentice Mulford, which features thinking accepted today in 

neuroscience, brain plasticity, and consciousness circles. Mulford believed quite 

literally that the quality of our thoughts directly and tangibly impacts our mental and 

physical health, and our life outcomes. 

Hand-formed flax pages in the sculptural book version of Thoughts Are 

Things were made without mold or deckle, and printed using pronto plates and 

lithographic ink. Given flax’s high shrinkage properties, when sprayed with a fine 

mist of water, these free-form pages jump and morph unpredictably while drying, as 

can thoughts, and as does the tenor of the book’s text. 
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Figure 83 - Detour to Book: hand-formed flax pages, Thoughts Are Things 
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Figure 84 - Detour to Book: hand-formed flax page in Thoughts Are Things 

 

 
Figure 85 - Narrative Casting: from single mold, repeat castings of face 
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Experimentally spilling hydrocal around, over and ultimately ‘out of’ the cast faces, I 

selected these six to suggest thoughts’ capacity to blind, silence, or obscure us, or 

conversely unboundedly to expand and transform. 

 

 
Figure 86 - Detour to Book: pairing turbulent pages with turbulent text 
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Figure 87 - Detour to Book: pairing turbulent pages with turbulent text 
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Figure 88 - Detour to Book: exterior of leather boxes for each of 6 chapters. Boxes 
collaboratively designed with and entirely fabricated by Kristín Guðbrandsdóttir 
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Figure 89 - Detour to Book: a variable chapter of Thoughts Are Things 

 

 
Figure 90 - Detour to Book: all six chapters of Thoughts Are Things 
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I am grateful and lucky to have collaboratively designed all series of sculptural 

book boxes and had them fabricated in entirety by distinguished sculptor and book 

artist Kristín Guðbrandsdóttir, of Iceland, whose work and thoughts inspire me 

greatly, always.  

 

 
 “These thoughts of mine, all, are of the possible. Their potential 

promise is to clarify. The unspoken codes of relationship, the mores of 

emotion, the implicit rules of individual relationship dictating which 

information we include and exclude... 

“…and how we say what we decide to share... 

“…and what we keep tucked away under our covers, or keep in our 

hearts as the Virgin Mary... 

 “I’m thinking on these things.” 

CECI COLE MCINTURFF, Thoughts Are Things 

	
	
	
SECTION 3: Sculptural book series, Mother of Sons 

 

I made one final sculptural book assemblage before returning to the trajectory 

of studio work I was intent on pursuing toward MFA exhibition. 

 In Mother of Sons, I used the cast breast forms and sand in formal silk boxes, 

again with black sand, but digitally printing and binding five different books of 

original text and original images, also for exhibition at CODEX. The books fit into 

custom slots in each box. 
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The breast forms communicate differently with such controlled objects as 

these boxes and these particular books than they had with unruly edged or turbulent 

paper, in open piles of sand, etc. And this was instructive. 

Successful as individual pieces, I have yet to achieve an effective way to show 

these nine boxes as an assemblage. 

 

 
Figure 91 - Detour to Book: Mother of Sons, 1 of 9. Closed. From the library collection of 
Washington State University 
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Figure 92 - Detour to Book: Mother of Sons, 1 of 9. Open. From the library collection of 
Washington State University 
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Figure 93 - Detour to Book: Mother of Sons, 1 of 9. From the library collection of Washington 
State University 

 

 

 

This box or “chapter” of the nine-piece assemblage features the book I Have 

My Moods and was exhibited in 2013’s “Under the Wings of Artemis: Scholars, 
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Artists and the Places in Between,” at the library of the University of Washington, 

and subsequently purchased by the library’s division of Rare Books and Special 

Collections. 

It features original text and images in two bindings: digitally printed and 

perfect bound on 100 lb. satin stock, and digitally printed and hand bound in Coptic 

stitch on 120 lb. matte stock; both 18.7”Hx4.8”W; 87 pages; copyright 2009. 
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Figure 94 - Detour to Book: Mother of Sons, 1 of 9 
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Figure 95 - Detour to Book: Mother of Sons, 1 of 9 
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Figure 96 - Detour to Book: Mother of Sons, 1 of 9 
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Figure 97 - Detour to Book: Mother of Sons, 1 of 9 
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Figure 98 - Detour to Book: Mother of Sons, 1 of 9 
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Figure 99 - Detour to Book: Mother of Sons, partial views 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
INTEGRATED USE 

SECTION 1: Interbeing, Torso 
 

 
Figure 100 - Integrated Use: performance with cast forms, She For Him, His For Her 

 

In 2013, in addition to detours into artist’s books as described, there 

also were detours into use of the repetitive castings in larger beds of sand, and 

in performance.  
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Figure 101 - Integrated Use: hydrocal cast forms in black sand, 5’ square, on-floor. 
 

 

 

 

 

Also I experimented with hand-formed paper as on-wall sculpture. 
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Figure 102 - Integrated Use: hand-formed paper as on-wall sculpture 
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Figure 103 - Integrated Use: hand-formed paper as on-wall sculpture 
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But the relationship between materials, even beyond the Hydrocal castings of 

organic ie: body forms and the use of them with hand-formed paper, encouraged 

further experiments with additional organic media, most prominently rabbit, otter, 

mink furs and especially the skins, and human and horse hair. 

 Initial works using fur and body castings generated interest, but were too 

cautious for the interconnectedness I wanted to express materially, as metaphor for 

what I increasingly saw between all objects, feelings, situations. 
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Figure 104 - Integrated Use: Interbeing.1; mink, hydrocal. On exhibit at Connersmith 
Academy 2014 
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Figure 105 - Integrated Use: Interbeing.1; mink, Hydrocal. On exhibit at Connersmith 
Academy 2014 
 

 
SECTION 2: Interbeing, Soothe 

 
 
 I tried less traditional cuts of body castings, and rougher wrappings of them in 

rabbit skins and fur. I called the series Soothe intuitively, as I was aware of a tangible 
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unified and secure sense, always, while working on these pieces.   A great sense of 

ease developed as the curves of the human forms and the unfinished edges of the 

rabbit skin seemed to attract each other and naturally pair.  

Here especially, the lack of color – avoiding even the natural skin tones of 

both mammals – the rabbit is bleached as white as the Hydrocal - clarified the 

relationship between these materials, for me.  

 

 
Figure 106 - Integrated Use: Soothe, 1 of 7. Rabbit fur on vertical cut of human torso  
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Figure 106 - Integrated Use: Soothe, 1 of 7. Rabbit fur on partial décolletage 

 

 
Figure 107 - Integrated Use: Soothe, 1 of 7. Rabbit skin, fur on upper front torso 
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Figure 108 - Integrated Use: Soothe, 1 of 7. Rabbit skin, fur on upper front torso, closeup 
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Figure 109 - Integrated Use: Soothe, 1 of 7. Rabbit skin, fur on alternate breast casting 
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Figure 110 - Integrated Use: Soothe, 1 of 7. Rabbit skin, fur on cast stomach 
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Figure 111 - Integrated Use: Soothe, 1 of 7. Rabbit skin, fur on cast buttocks 
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Figure 112 - Integrated Use: Soothe, 1 of 7. Rabbit skin, fur on cast genitalia 
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SECTION 3: Interbeing, Free Forms 
 
 

I wanted to go further and less representationally while integrating all these 

materials – the castings and paper and fibers and furs – and was seeking to make 

metaphor for the tactile interconnectedness I sensed as my hands worked with them.  

It also appealed to my sense of irony to make an organic piece suggesting 

innate interconnectedness between all things in nature, while giving a nod to 

seeming disorganization, cacophony and information overload in synthetic culture.  

I continued the body of work “Interbeing” in a new direction from its initial 

torso and mink treatment. 

 

 

 

“You tell me the seeking of the Self is less important than the finding of 

appropriate social relations, but these are not two different matters. The 

innermost being is the same for all human beings. It is the divine essence, 

it is spirit. That is why the Brahmin greets each stranger with ‘Tat twan 

asi’  - This is you!” 

HERMANN HESSE, The Seasons of the Soul 
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Figure 113 - Integrated Use: Interbeing.2, sculptural suspension on 12’ steel chain. Fabric, 
castings, text bound with hand-formed kozo.. 37”Hx47” diameter 
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Figure 114 - Integrated Use: Interbeing.2 steel hanging attachment 
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Figure 115 - Integrated Use: Interbeing.2, closeup 
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Figure 116 - Integrated Use: Interbeing.2, closeup 
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Figure 117 - Integrated Use: Interbeing.2 component part: printing on hand-formed paper 
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Figure 118 - Integrated Use: Interbeing.2 component part: printing on fabric 
 

The Interbeing work took many additional forms, and was extremely 

satisfying as various combinations of additional materials came to be tried. 

Interbeing ultimately continued in a collection of smaller forms, often exhibited on-

floor underneath the larger Interbeing.2 suspension, and/or with larger hand-formed 

paper hangings. 
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Figure 119 - Integrated Use: Interbeing.3, reduced sizes, on-floor 
 

 

“When the content of thought is totality, it is…making a display 

which is fundamentally its own deep inner nature, the whole of itself…” 

DAVID BOHM TO KEN W ILBUR, The Holographic Paradigm and 

Other Paradoxes 
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Figure 120 - Integrated Use: Interbeing.3, reduced sizes, on-floor 
 

 

“…it becomes in a way of work of art which is displaying its inner 

principle rather than anything superficial…” 

DAVID BOHM TO KEN WILBUR, The Holographic Paradigm and 

Other Paradoxes 
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Figure 121 - Integrated Use: Interbeing.3, reduced sizes, on-floor 
 

 

“…for when a thing truly displays its own inner nature, it is a 

microcosm of infinity….” 

DAVID BOHM TO KEN WILBUR, The Holographic Paradigm and 

Other Paradoxes 
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Figure - Integrated Use: Interbeing.3, reduced sizes, on-floor 
 

 

“…and isn’t that what a good work of art is?” 

DAVID BOHM TO KEN WILBUR, The Holographic Paradigm and 

Other Paradoxes 
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Figure 122 - Integrated Use: Interbeing.3, reduced sizes, on-floor 
 

 

 

“So you can come to the experience of wholeness through the 

experience of nature as well as of art.” 

DAVID BOHM TO KEN WILBUR, The Holographic Paradigm and 

Other Paradoxes 
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Figure 123 - Integrated Use: Interbeing.3, reduced sizes, on-floor 
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CHAPTER SIX 
 

OBJECTIFICATION 

I began to metaphorically reconfigure recognizable objects as I continued the  

repetitive casting/non-replicative results work, the body studies, and the increasingly 

structural use of hand-formed paper. This was driven by increased consciousness of a 

need to redefine beauty, or broaden its definition to include unrecognized beauty I 

seemed to be more than ever aware of, everywhere. 

I was being drawn to make objects and environments which: 

- presented unrecognized and redefined beauty, usually organically; 

- demonstrated interconnectedness within, and between, organic and human 

made matters; 

- placed value on impermanence, and used change as normal and expected; 

and which even subtly  

- communicated a sense of ritual or sacred within the ordinary. 

 

SECTION 1: Fallible Objects of Infinite Capacity (FOIC), Gloves 
 

 

The objects I chose needed to reference the body, and the work itself retain 

an intimate, hand-formed quality.  Focusing on the glove, I decided to start a 

reliquum of 20-30 small objects, half in organic palette and half being responding 

pieces in all white.  
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At the time I intended this work to serve a sculptural environment within and 

around which responsive performance would take place. 
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Figure 124 - Objectification: vintage leather opera glove, cast form, rabbit fur, sand 
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Figure 125 - Objectification: vintage leather opera glove, machine washed/dried, mink, nails  
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Figure 126 - Objectification: vintage leather opera glove, machine washed/dried, mink, 
human hair, stained with coffee 
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Figure 127 - Objectification: vintage leather glove, machine washed/dried, hand-formed flax 
paper, wire 
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Figure 128 - Objectification: vintage cotton opera glove, coffee-stained, cast form, human 
hair, wire 
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Figure 129 - Objectification: cotton opera glove, faux pearl buttons, spray paint, wire 
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Figure 130 - Objectification: cotton opera glove, faux pearl buttons, spray paint, wire 
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Figure 131 - Objectification: vintage cotton beaded evening glove, white horse hair, sand 
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Figure - Objectification:  vintage cotton beaded evening glove, sand, steel rail tie, wire 
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Figure 132 - Objectification: vintage cotton beaded evening glove stained with coffee, horse 
hair, cast faces, sand 
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SECTION 2: FOIC, Non-gloves 
 

 
Figure 133 - Objectification: “Louise’s Chemises” 1, hybrid flax/kozo, steel wire, keyhole, 
horse hair 
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Figure 134 - Objectification: “Louise’s Chemises” 2, flax, kozo, steel rail tie, vintage pulley 
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Figure 135 - Objectification: “Louise’s Chemises” 3, flax with coffee edges, rope, wire 
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Figure 136 - Objectification: child’s hangers, steel wire, mink 
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Figure 137 - Objectification: vintage toe shoe, case forms, human hair, stained with coffee 
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Figure 138 - Objectification: glass shard, printed fabric stained with coffee, wire 
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Figure 139 - Objectification: steel bar, human hair, cast forms, coffee-stained fabric 
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Figure 140 - Objectification: vintage wood music box, latex finger shields stained with coffee 
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Figure 141 - Objectification: menagerie of selected FOIC 

 

 

 

“Can one find beauty in ugliness?” 

NEAL BENEZRA AND OLGA M. VISO, Regarding Beauty 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
 

 REDUCED 

I cleaned, then sat extendedly in an empty industrial-space gallery for a week 

at the start of January 2015, mapping its use for the April MFA exhibition. I believed 

it would include many of the Fallible Objects, most on individual steel stands of my 

design. Good input was given and in my mind, a doable timeline established. 

But the longer I sat in the empty space envisioning the environment my work 

would create in it, the more crowded it felt. The longer I sat, the louder it sounded.  

I’d learned a lot of very basic but for me important things in-studio as these 

processes evolved and materials were further worked with; now in the industrial 

space, things dramatically clarified.  

If there was a point, it was for me to value the studio experiences on my own, 

period. The industrial space was quite beautiful on its own. It needed to be used for 

what it was, or what it could be: open to interpretation, silent, maybe for some even 

contemplative; not intruded upon with all my material dialogue. The art there would 

have to be about something larger than its own value, having been made in as non-

contrived state as I could muster. Unsure if possible, I hoped to let the room achieve 

an unflawed, present awareness. 

My confidence grew in letting a very few pieces be there for my exhibition 

and say/do much less. 

FOIC became “Reduced.” 
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SECTION 1: Samsara/Swings 
 
rhythm 
ri . them 
(noun) 
A regular, repetitive pattern of sounds or movements. 
 
samsara 
sam . sa. ra 
(noun) 
A repetitive cycle of birth, death and rebirth to which life in the material 

world is bound.  (See Buddhism; eastern spiritual scholarship.) 

 

 

 
Figure 142 - Reduced: “Samsara.” White sand; 20”x40” square 
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Figure 143 - Reduced: “Samsara.” Ebony, glass, steel chain, sand; 6’ square to ceiling height 
 
 

 

 

Day to day life and relationship hold repetition, habits, patterns, sometimes 

ruts. There can be comfort in familiar rhythms, relied-upon expectations, and in give 

and take. Variations in how much we enjoy or resent this also makes us human.  

With time a silent, wise consciousness develops that nothing is permanent; 

change is inevitable. The back and forth/back and forth will alter; new rhythms will 

be established.  

And this can remind us to appreciate, offer us promise, or give us hope 
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Figure 144 - Reduced: "Samsara." Ebony, glass, steel chain, sand; 6’ square to ceiling height 
 

 

. 
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Figure 145 - Reduced: “Samsara.”  Ebony on 18’ of steel chain, suspended 22” from floor; 
1.25” thick x 35”W x 8” deep across the seat 

 

 

 

“Art is the acceptance of solitude. You express your solitude by 

being an artist, if you can. If you have it in you.” 

LOUISE BOURGEOIS, Louise Bourgeois, passage from diary, 

September 16, 1994 
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Figure 146 - Reduced: “Samsara.” Ebony swing seat, 1.25” thick x 35”W x 8” deep across seat 
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Figure 147 - Reduced: “Samsara.” Glass casting of ebony swing seat; dimensions identical. 
Glass fabrication by Sean Hennessey. 

 

 

“Giving simple attention..is itself the primary creative act.” 

DAVID BOHM, On Creativity 
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Figure 148 - Reduced: “Samsara.” Distressed steel chain holding the glass swing 
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Figure 149 - Reduced: Cross-gallery view from “Samsara” to “Embodiment” 
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SECTION 2: Embodiment/Gloves 
 

 

embodiment 

em·bod·i·ment 

əm�bädimənt/ 

(noun) 

A tangible or visible form of an idea, quality, or feeling. 

 

Synonyms:  

personification, incarnation, realization, manifestation, avatar, 

expression, representation, actualization, symbol, symbolization, 

materialization.  

 

The representation or expression of something in a tangible or visible 

form. 

 

 

Repeated presentation of a seemingly identical object in volume, when closely 

examined, can reveal as much individuality as unity among the objects.   
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Figure 150 - Reduced: “Embodiment.” Cotton opera gloves, cast forms sand, steel wire 
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Figure 151 - Reduced: “Embodiment.” Close up view 

 

“For me the image of breasts …represents the power and energy of 

nature. The powerful image of breasts full of life should give some kind of 

energy to people.” 

MONTIEN BOONMA,  Temple of the Mind 
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Figure 152 - Reduced: “Embodiment,” 11’H x 91”W x 7”D 
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We live much of life dually, conscious of spaces and differences between us, 

or feeling like “I,” “me,” “mine” is distinct from “you” and “yours,” etc.  But 

overriding this perception is a truer, larger sense of interconnectedness and 

interdependence that exists between and around us all and every thing. We can 

recognize and establish comfort with this without losing individuality. 

 

 
Figure 153 - Reduced: “Embodiment” 
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Figure 154 - Reduced: “Embodiment” 
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Figure 155 - Reduced: “Embodiment” 
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Figure 156 - Reduced: “Embodiment,” back view 
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Figure 157 - Reduced: “Embodiment” 
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I now realize that the (new) goals for “Reduced” would have been met had I 

included only this work.  “Samsara” and “Embodiment” were products of studio 

lessons on repetition and on nontraditional combining of materials, both castings 

and non-body objects. And both made reference to conceptual directions of which I 

was increasingly conscious. 

But I decided to include another product of these lessons which reflected my 

conceptual inner direction: an oversized sculptural book on custom steel support, 

using irregular hand-formed papers, a photographic self-study printed on silk, and 

excerpts of recently translated Sanskrit text. 

 

 

 

SECTION 3: Saccidananda/Sculptural Book 
 
 
 
 

sut . chit. ah . nuhn .duh 

(noun) 

Reality, seen through the discovery of Brahman, as sat or ultimate being, 

cit or pure consciousness, and ananda or perfect bliss. (See Buddhism; 

eastern spiritual scholarship.) 

 

This 2014 translation of tantric text makes an ancient and contemporary 

point: developing a true sense of home within yourself can be a key to 

‘enlightenment,’  how ever one defines such a state. 
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Figure 158 - Reduced: “Saccidananda,” a sculptural book 
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Figure 159 - Reduced: "Saccidananda," a sculptural book 
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Figure 160 - Reduced: “Saccidananda” title page 
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Figure 161 - Reduced: “Saccidananda” front, closed cover. 
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Figure 162 - Reduced: “Saccidananda” cover close up 
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Figure 163 - Reduced: “Saccidananda,” 36”Hx45”Wx4”D, hand-formed flax and bamboo 
paper, original images digitally printed on silk. Ebony spine 
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Figure 164 - Reduced: “Saccidananda,” 36”Hx45”Wx4”D, hand-formed flax and bamboo 
paper, original images digitally printed on silk. Ebony spine 
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Figure 165 - Reduced: “Saccidananda.” 36”Hx45”Wx4”D, hand-formed flax and bamboo 
paper, original images digitally printed on silk. Ebony spine 
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Figure 166 - Reduced: “Saccidananda,” 36”Hx45”Wx4”D, hand-formed flax and bamboo 
paper, original images digitally printed on silk. Ebony  
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Figure 167 - Reduced: “Saccidananda” full text, pages 1-4 
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Figure 168 - Reduced: “Saccidananda” full text, pages 5-9 
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Figure 169 - Reduced: “Saccidananda” full text,  pages 10-13 
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Figure 170 - Reduced: “Saccidananda” full text, pages  14-17 
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Figure 171 - Reduced: “Saccidananda” full text, pages 18-22 
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Figure 173 - Reduced: “Saccidananda” full text, pages 23-26 
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Figure 172 - Reduced: “Saccidananda” full text, pages  27-30 
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Figure 175 - Reduced: “Saccidananda” full text, pages 31-35 
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Figure 173 - Reduced: “Saccidananda” full text, pages 36-37 
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Ultimately, the created environment in the gallery was reduced, not as in less, 

but as in: clarified, intensified, and refined down to solely what I believed most 

relevant to share.  

At some level, the three pieces of ”Reduced” presented a return to making 

emotional metaphors with organic and cast materials. Together they emphasized: 

- A patient reassurance in slow, subtle movement, juxtaposed with the 

compelling power in refraining from any movement or repetitive motion (swings);  

- Distance and space between seemingly separate items, in dialogue with the 

interconnection implicit among all things (gloves);   

- Critical genesis between component parts (glass from sand, paper from skin, 

castings from body parts);  

- Materials harmony between non-synthetics and the body, implying belief 

and consciousness that survival depends on knowledge of Self - not reliance upon 

outer, perceived other, manufactured, or history. 

 

 

“It’s not that consciousness is one thing and matter is another. 

Rather, consciousness is a material process.” 

 

INTERVIEWER: 

The difference between what we call matter and consciousness would be the state of density or 

subtlety? 

 

“The state of subtlety. Consciousness is possibly a more subtle form 

of matter and movement…(I)t’s all interpenetrating, interconnected, one. 

So we say deep down, the consciousness of mankind is one.  
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“This is a virtual certainty because even in (a) vacuum, matter is one; 

and if we don’t see this, it’s because we are blinding ourselves.” 

DAVID BOHM, The Essential David Bohm  

 

 

 

“…I've spent a lot of time working with my own perceptual 

understanding…To be an artist is not a matter of making paintings or 

objects at all. What we are really dealing with is our state of consciousness 

and the shape of our perceptions.” 

ROBERT IRWIN, The State of the Real, Part 1, Conversation with 

Jan Butterfield, Arts 
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gifted with the powers of transcendent realization, or illumination. He proposes that 

these experiences are on the increase and gives details of all the cases on record at 

the time of writing. Bucke was an important Canadian progressive psychiatrist in the 

late 19th century and this text considered a classic in the modern study of mystical  

 

Burnett, Charles and Kraye, Jill & Ryan. Hildegard of Bingen: The Context of  

Her Thought and Art.  

London: The Warburg Institute, 1998.  

Essays on the deeply creative, mystically-inspired 12th century female scientist, 

musician and visual artist. Topics include the 12th century cultural landscape; how 

after her death, Hildegard came to be revered as saint and prophet; and new data on 

the transmission of her manuscripts and of the illuminations that accompanied her 

visions. It provides critical commentary on an extremely distinct artistic 

consciousness expressed in historic, highly varied work of sacred music and poetry, 

astronomy, botany and medicine, and analysis of Hildegard’s unprecedented uses of 

allegory. 

 

Christian, Brian. The Most Human Human: What Talking with Computers Teaches Us 

about What It Means to Be Alive.  

USA: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group, 2011.  
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Named for computer pioneer Alan Turing, the Turing Test convenes a panel of 

judges who pose questions—ranging anywhere from celebrity gossip to moral 

conundrums—to hidden contestants in an attempt to discern which is human and 

which is a computer. The machine that most often fools the panel wins the Most 

Human Computer Award, but there is also the bizarre and intriguing prize for the 

Most Human Human. In 2009, poet and science writer Christian set out to win the 

latter title. This book resulted from his quest, and investigates the nature of human 

interactions, the meaning of language, and the essence of what sets us apart from 

machines that can process information far faster than we can.  

 

Dennett, Daniel C. Content and Consciousness.  

London: Routledge, 2nd edition 1986.  

Austin B. Fletcher Professor of Philosophy, Co-Director of the Center for Cognitive 

Studies at Tufts University, and external professor at the Santa Fe Institute, Dennett 

is a prolific author on the human mind and consciousness, a critic of religion, and a 

public defender of Darwin and evolution. This book is pioneering work regarding 

philosophy of mind, compiling approaches of philosophers and scientists and arguing 

such historic data’s relevance if genuine analysis of the mind is to be made. This 

unified approach breaks down such a mysterious mental phenomenon as 

consciousness into several distinct phenomena, and each is given a foundation in the 

physical activity of the brain.  

 

Dennett, Daniel C.  Consciousness Explained. 

 USA: Little, Brown and Co., 1991.  

Dennett here explains consciousness as arising from interaction of physical and 

cognitive processes in the brain, and puts forth a "multiple drafts" model, suggesting 
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no single central place where conscious experience occurs. Dennett's thesis is that 

our modern understanding of consciousness is unduly influenced by the ideas of 

Rene Descartes. He has discussed subjectivity as nonsense because it is unscientific 

and science presupposes objectivity; critics have attacked this.  

 

Flanagan, Owen, The Bodhisattva’s Brain: Buddhism Naturalized.  

USA: Massachusetts Institute of Technology press 2011.  

A unique accumulation of comparative data assessing the philosophic merits of the 

doctrines of meditation, compassion and well-being, Within neuroscientific 

scholarship, this text is sometimes categorized as “comparative neurophilosophy.” 

 

Frankl ,Viktor, Man’s Search for Meaning.  

USA: Beacon Press, 2006.  

First published in 1946 as trotzdem Ja zum Leben sagen: Ein Psychologe erlebt das 

Konzentrationslager), and in 1959 as From Death-Camp to Existentialism It 

chronicles Frankl’s experiences as a concentration camp inmate based on his 

psychotherapeutic method of finding meaning in all forms of existence and thus a 

reason to continue living. Frankl was one of the key figures in existential therapy and 

a prominent source of inspiration for humanistic psychologists. His theory, 

logotherapy, derives from the Greek word logos ("meaning") and holds that our 

primary drive in life is not pleasure, as Freud maintained, but the discovery and 

pursuit of what we personally find meaningful. At Frankl's death in 1997, Man's 

Search for Meaning had sold more than 10 million copies in 24 languages, and was 

named the "book that made a difference in your life" in a 1991 reader survey for the 

Library of Congress. 
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Gablik, Suzi, Conversations Before the End of Time: Dialogues on Art, Life & Spiritual 

Renewal. 

USA. Thames and Hudson, Inc. 1995. 

Nineteen intimate dialogues between artists, writers, philosophers and art/social 

critic Gablik, discussing central questions on the meaning and purpose of art in an 

age of accelerating social change and spiritual uncertainty. 

 

Hesse, Hermann, The Seasons of the Soul: The Poetic Guidance and Spiritual Wisdom of 

Hermann Hesse, Translated and with commentary by Ludwig Max Fischer, PhD.  

USA: North Atlantic Books 2011.  

Better known for his prose in novels Siddartha, Steppenwolf, and The Glass Bead 

Game, Hesse’s views on consciousness and art’s role in contemporary life here are 

expressed in 68 poems written over a span of 64 years, previously unpublished in 

English. The poems are “serious without being earnest,” and variously examine 

reasons to write poetry/make art. The book’s value is markedly heightened by the 

thoughtful Foreword and individual chapter commentaries by Fischer, including: 

“The struggle ahead to secure any kind of sustainable human future is bound to be a 

heartbreaking and brutal one; we will all need the reminders that Hesse’s holy and 

sober poems give us of the necessity to trust and surrender to nature’s slowly 

unfolding healing rhythms and the eternal mother’s cosmic laws of Death and 

Rebirth.” 

 

Irwin, Robert, The State of the Real, Part 1, Conversation with Jan Butterfield, Arts, 

June 1972, p. 48. 
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Jamison, Kay Redfield, Touched With Fire: Manic-Depressive Illness and the Artistic 

Temperament.   

USA. Simon & Schuster, 1993 

The anguished and volatile intensity associated with artistic temperament was once 

thought to be a symptom of genius or eccentricity peculiar to artists, writers, and 

musicians. This definitive research on links between manic-depression and creativity 

is based on Jamison’s nationally-recognized study as a clinical psychologist and 

researcher in mood disorders at Johns Hopkins University. With firsthand 

experience as a sufferer of bipolar disorder, Jamison “is plainly among the few with a 

profound understanding of the relationship that exists between art and madness,” in 

the words of William Styron. 

 

Johnson, George. Fire in the Mind: Science, Faith, and the Search for Order.  

USA: Alfred A. Knopf, 1995. 

A New York Times Week in Review editor and science writer whose scope of 

knowledge and writing reflects specific interest in consciousness, Johnson is as 

focused on artificial intelligence as on the mystical. By examining radical new 

theories of physics and biology emanating from the laboratories of northern New 

Mexico along with multiple stories of lives and interviews from intricate 

metaphysical belief systems of the Tewa Indians, a Catholic sect called the 

Penitentes, and other inhabitants of the desert west, Johnson casts the scientific 

enterprise in a startling new light.  

 

Kandel, Eric R., The Age of Insight: The Quest to Understand the Unconscious in Art, 

Mind, and Brain from Vienna 1900 to the Present.  

USA: Random House 2012.  
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This text was published with support from Columbia University’s Mind, Brain and 

Behavior Initiative, which serve to link science and technology with the arts and 

humanities through a deeper understanding of neural science. This vastly broader 

text contributed specifics toward areas of my specific focus: psyche in art, 

unconscious emotions, conscious feelings and their bodily expressions, how the brain 

regulates empathy, the cognitive conscious and the creative brain. Also its final 

chapter, Knowing Ourselves: The New Dialogue Between Art and Science. 

 

Koestler, Arthur. Act of Creation.  

UK: Penguin Books. 1964.  

This study of the processes of discovery, invention, imagination and creativity within 

humor, science and the arts elaborately considers human creativity, drawing on 

theories of play, imprinting, motivation, perception, and Gestalt psychology. It 

proposes a global theory of creative activity, concluding that many bi-sociative 

creative breakthroughs occur in a period of  dream- or trance-like relaxation, once 

rational thought is abandoned after period of intense conscious effort directed at the 

creative goal or problem.  

 

Kuster, Ulf, Louise Bourgeois 

Germany. Hatje Cantz Verlag. 2013. 

Published on the one-hundredth anniversary of her birth, after many books before it, 

this small 9-chapter volume very directly  examines Louis Bourgeois’ words and her 

transformation of emotions into works of art. 

 

L’Engle, Madeleine. Walking on Water.  

USA: Shaw Books, 2001.  
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What is the relationship between faith and art? Through L'Engle's insightful essay 

she makes the case for prime tasks of an artist: to listen, to remain aware, and to 

respond to creation through one's own art. Prolific author of books for children and 

adults, throughout them all, L’Engle’s works reflect an outspoken Christian faith and 

a strong interest in modern science. This book at unexpected places makes useful 

links between creativity, heightened consciousness, an aspect of spiritual or mystical, 

and science. L’Engle’s generational tone as a woman born in 1918, and use of the term 

“Christian art,” is dated but her fundamental premise and practice of validity to this 

inquiry.. 

 

Lipton, Bruce H. The Biology of Belief: Unleashing the Power of Consciousness, 

Matter and Miracles.  

USA: Hay House, 2011. 

This book was originally self published in 2006, sold more than 100,000 copies, and 

has now been re-issued. Lipton is a PhD and taught Cell Biology at the University of 

Wisconsin’s School of Medicine, and performed studies at Stanford University’s 

School of Medicine. Lipton proposes that genes and DNA do not control our 

biology, but that instead DNA is controlled by signals from outside the cell, 

including the energetic messages emanating from our thoughts. Epigenetics is a 

rapidly growing research field since 2009 that investigates heritable alterations in 

gene expression caused by mechanisms other than changes in DNA sequence. This 

highly readable book demonstrates how epigenetics may revolutionize understanding 

of links between mind and matter, and impact ongoing efforts to define and 

interpret “consciousness.” 

  

McGilchrist, Iain. The Master and His Emissary.  
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USA: Yale University Press, 2010.  

McGilchrist, an M.D., received his medical training at Oxford. He is former medical 

director and currently staff consultant at London’s Priory Hospital, an independent 

facility specializing in the management and treatment of mental health, addiction 

and eating disorder issues. Committed to the idea that the mind and brain can be 

understood only by seeing them in the broadest possible context of physical and 

spiritual existence and culture, McGilchrist’s book states there is need to pay two 

quite different types of attention to the world, simultaneously. In human 

consciousness, these two modes of attention give rise to two different versions of the 

world, with different qualities, as well as different sets of preoccupations and values. 

The relationship between these two modes is asymmetrical, as is the brain that 

permits them to come into being. Both are necessary, but one of them sees less than 

the other, while nonetheless believing that it sees everything. He suggests that an 

understanding of the implications of this attentional divide may cast light on some of 

the ultimate metaphysical questions, such as the nature of our selves, our minds and 

bodies, and our relationship with the world. 

 

Midal, Fabrice.  Chogyam Trungpa: His Life and Vision 

USA. Shambala Publications, Inc. 2001. 

Trungpa was one of the most unconventional and influential Tibetan teachers in the 

West during the 1960s-80s, including founding Naropa University and the Shambala 

organizations. The chapters in the larger examination of his life of most relevance to 

this inquiry were Deliberate Art, and Art in Everyday Life. 

. 

Miller, Dana. Jay DeFeo: A Retrospective.  

USA: Yale University Press 2012.  
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Miller is curator of the permanent collection at The Whitney Museum of American 

Art. Her substantive explanatory text is joined by analysis from four additional art 

critics/curators in this encyclopedic chronicling of DeFeo’s diverse eras of work.  

The marathon and hugely famous Rose notwithstanding, DeFeo’s range of works, 

cross-media use of a largely natural palette, sculptural works, and interview excerpts 

quoting her regarding a version of non-ambition – all – were useful discoveries about 

an artist I had previously associated largely with paint. I also found her use of 

thickened, layered and deconstructed paint inspirational regarding texture and hand-

formed paper. 

 

Myss, Caroline. Anatomy of the Spirit: The Seven Stages of Power and Healing.  

USA: Three Rivers (Random House), 1996.  

A leading medical intuitive, Myss throughout her career has carefully paired her 

findings on energy and healing with solid medical researchers and practitioners, 

specifically Dr. Norm Shealy, a respected Harvard-trained brain surgeon. Building on 

wisdom from Hindu, Christian, and Kaballah traditions, this comprehensive guide 

approaches consciousness as the levels of energy and awareness inherent in each 

human. Overtly it discusses the critical nature of recognizing the integration of 

hidden stresses, beliefs, and attitudes that cause illness; implicitly some of its 

observations on such integration also impacts the tie between what we are conscious 

of and what we create.  

 

Nichol, Lee. The Essential David Bohm, 

USA Routledge, 2002.  
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A comprehensive overview of Bohm's original works from a non-technical 

perspective, this text some aspect of Bohm’s implicate order process, and to provide 

an introductory exposure to one of neuroscience’s most creative and provocative 

contemporary philosophers. 

 

Ottman, Klaus. Wolfgang Laib: A Retrospective.  

USA: American Federation of Arts and Hatje Cantz Publishers 2000.  

This book was published in anticipation of the 2001 exhibition Wolfgang Laib: A 

Retrospective, which toured 2001-2003 in the U.S. and Germany. Laib is a German 

conceptual artist working predominantly with natural materials. He received the 

Praemium Imperiale in 2015. For my specific purposes, the book includes a useful 

interview between the artist and curator Harald Szeeman.  

 

Penrose, Roger. The Emperor’s New Mind: Concerning Computers, Minds and The Laws 

of Physics. 

 UK: Random House, 1989. 

An important though dated survey of modern physics and brilliant reflection on the 

human mind and offering a visionary perspective on science and its future. On the 

basis of two 1931 theorems on incompleteness, Penrose argues that the brain 

performs functions that no computer or system of algorithms can. From this it could 

follow that consciousness itself might be fundamentally non-algorithmic, and 

incapable of being modeled as a classical Turing machine type of computer. This 

conclusion is a premise for uniquely human consciousness, which despite the years  

or any version of artistic intuitiveness, in neuroscience remains a robust debate 
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Penrose, Roger. Shadows of the Mind: A Search for the Missing Science of 

Consciousness.  

USA: Oxford University Press.1994.  

When he wrote The Emperor’s New Mind, Penrose lacked a detailed proposal for 

how quantum processes could be implemented in the brain. Fellow scientist Stuart 

R. Hameroff suggested that certain structures within brain cells (neurons) were 

suitable candidates for quantum processes and ultimately for consciousness, a theory 

the two then worked on jointly. Penrose further develops it in this more densely-

written book. Hameroff is University of Arizona Emeritus professor for 

Anesthesiology and Psychology, earlier served as associate director for the Center of 

Consciousness Studies there, and is known generally for his research in the realm of 

consciousness.  

 

Pink,Daniel.  A Whole New Mind: Why Right-Brainers Will Rule the Future.  

USA: Penguin Group, 2006.  

Under the guise of a book focusing on how businesses can be successful, former Al 

Gore speechwriter Pink combines much recent research, plus niche and trend 

surveys to argue that the future of global business belongs to right-brainers. Relevant 

to this research is the part of Pink’s argument that creativity becomes the 

competitive difference that can differentiate commodities. He outlines six essential 

senses: Design - moving beyond function to engage the sense; Story - narrative added 

to products and services, not just argument or ‘making the case’; Symphony - adding 

invention and big picture thinking, not just detail focus; Empathy - going beyond 

logic and engaging emotion and intuition; Play - bringing humor and light-

heartedness to business and products; and Meaning - the purpose is the journey, and 
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productivity and success is becoming redefined as to give meaning to life from inside 

oneself.  

 

Rinpoche, Sogyal. The Tibetan Book of Living and Dying.  

USA: Harper San Francisco, 1992.  

In 1927, Walter Evans-Wentz published his translation of an obscure Tibetan 

Nyingma text and called it the Tibetan Book of the Dead. Popular Tibetan teacher 

Sogyal Rinpoche has transformed that ancient text, conveying a perennial philosophy 

that is at once religious, scientific, and practical. He introduces fundamentals of 

Tibetan Buddhism, and deals heavily with the concept of death and dying as 

inevitable opportunity for progression toward enlightenment. Of specific relevance 

to this research is Rinpoche’s citing of David Bohm’s theories on reality, and a small 

section near the end proposing that artists, and moments of creating generally, serve 

a wider purpose impacting general consciousness. 

 

Tononi, Giulio. An Information Integration Theory of Consciousness. 

USA: BioMed Central Ltd., Neuroscience 2004, 5:42 doi:10.1186/1471-2202-5-42 

Received: 10 August 2004 

Accepted: 02 November 2004 

This article is available from: http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2202/5/42 

 

Trungpa, Chogyam, True Perception: The Path of Dharma Art. 

USA. Shambala; 2nd Revised edition. 2008. 

The Tibetan teacher and artist – Trungpa was a photographer, playwright, 

calligrapher, skilled ikebana practitioner and installation artist – here discusses 

creative works that come from an awakened state of mind, and are characterized by 
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directness, unselfconsciousness, and nonaggression. While his arguments go much 

further and are overly critical of contemporary art, which he defines only 

economically, the book offers relevant insight into any activity/all creativity as portal 

to opening the senses to the phenomenal world, and heightened value of this at a 

challenged time in culture. 

 

Viola, Bill, Reflections – Exhibition catalog for ‘Bill Viola, Reflections’ in Villa e Collezione 

Panza. SivanaEdioiale/-FAI Fondo Ambiente Italiano (Italian National Trust) 2012. 

The exhibition curated by Viola’s wife Petra Kirov selected 11 installations from the 

artist’s work which focus on universal experiences of mankind, or interbeing. The 

catalog describes the exhibition as “a kind of spiritual itinerary” and “path which 

brings about a radical transformation in visitors.” 

 

Wallace, B. Alan, Contemplative Science: Where Buddhism and Neuroscience Converge, 

USA: Columbia University Press 2007.  

Wallace spent 14 years as a Buddhist monk, ordained by H.H. the Dalai Lama, and 

subsequently earned an undergraduate degree in physics and the philosophy of 

science at Amherst College and a doctorate in religious studies from Stanford 

University. Here, he seeks to integrate Buddhist contemplative methodology and 

Western science into a single discipline: contemplative science. If behaviorism, 

psychology and neuroscience shed light on the cognitive processes enabling humans 

to survive and flourish, Wallace proposes this new discipline to forge a scientifically-

credible link between the material world and the realm of the subconscious. 

 

Wilber, Ken. A Brief History of Everything.   

USA: Broadway, 1996.  
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In 1995, Wilber published the first volume of what to be his three-volume magnum 

opus, Kosmos Trilogy. Titled Sex, Ecology, Spirituality: The Spirit of Evolution 

(SES), it was never followed by the other two. A Brief History of Everything was 

published instead a year later, as a popularized summary of SES in interview format. 

The book has been highly acclaimed by some authors, and largely ignored by 

academia. Both books grapple with modern philosophical naturalism, attempting to 

show its insufficiency as an explanation of being, evolution, and the meaning of life. 

He coins the term ‘vision-logic’ which he proposes succeed modernism. Wilber 

requires nothing less than a complete revision of the history of Eastern and Western 

thought, arguing that the account of existence presented by the Enlightenment is 

incomplete, and ignores and represses the spiritual and noetic components of 

existence. He conceives the Kosmos as consisting of concentric spheres: matter (the 

physical universe), life (vital realm), mind (mental realm), soul (psychic realm) and 

spirit (spiritual realm).  

 

Wilbur, Ken. The Holographic Paradigm and Other Paradoxes 

USA. Shambala Publications. 1982. 

Wilbur here interviews prominent scientists and thinkers, who in lay language 

present leading edge scientific theory of the time, and discuss similarities to great 

mystical traditions of East and West. 
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